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TOLERANCE OF A BINARY ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY
TOWARDS STUCK-AT-FAULTS

U. Rueckert, H. Surmann
Bauelemente der Elektrotechnik, University of Dortmund,
P.O. Box 50 05 00, D-4600 Dortmund 50, F.R. Germany.

The focus of the paper is on the effect of stuck-at-faults concerning
the connection weights of an associative memory. The associative
memory linder consideration is based on distributed storage of
Information and is of the type analyzed by Palm (1980). The effect of
stuck-at-1 äs well äs stuck-at-0 faults on System performance has
been estimated theoretically and examined by Computer Simulation. It
turns out that the System performance degrades only gradually with
increasing number of faulty connections and that stuck-at-0 faults
have the greater impact on System performance of this special type
of an associative memory.

1. Introduction
Fault-tolerance in artificial neural nets may be discussed under two aspects: As often
reported in the last years neural nets make use of the internal redundancy of the
pattern set which qualifies them to make correct decisions on incomplete, incorrect or
noisy input patterns (fault-tolerant Information retrieval). The other important error
source are internal component failures concerning wires (axons), connection weights
(synapses) or processing units (neurons). The analysis of fault tolerance normally
requires a restriction of the types of faults that one can incorporate in the analysis.
Therefore the focus of this paper is on the effect of connection weight failures on
System performance of one concrete model of a neural network. The model under
consideration is an associative memory based on distributed storage of information which
will be described in the following section.

2. The Associative Matrix Concept
The associative matrix (AM) of which fundamental principles have been worked out by G.
Palm /!/ is one of the simplest models of a neural network. It consists of a n x m
matrix with binary connection weights w- the synapses. Both the input äs well äs the
Output take äs binary form.
The AM is programmed by using the Hebb's Rule implying that the information is stored
in a distributed way /!/. For reaching a high storage capacity it is necessary to encode
the input and Output patterns in a sparsely coded way. This means that only a few
(l = log(m), k = log(n)) input/output lines can be active (T) at any time. It has been
shown that the asymptotic storage capacity is 0.69'n'm bits which is quite effective in
comparison to alternative solutions /1/. Furthermore it has been shown that the AM can
be effectively build in VLSI Hardware /2/. Especially for an analog implementation of an
AM the influence of connection weight failures on System behaviour is of interest.
Because the AM has binary connections this fault type can be modelled by stuck-at-0
and stuck-at-1 faults. The effect on System performance can be measured in terms of
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the decrease in storage efficiency Ih which can be calculated in the error free case äs
follows (/1/, heteroassociation):
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where Nt1 is the number of additional unintentional °1' s in the Output pattern t, the
binomial coefficient (") points out the number of possible ways to choose k '1's from n
positions (k fixed). Therefore Idf^J represents the maximum information content of one
Output vector under the constraint that all patterns have the same probability of
accurance.
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°f possible ways to choose k Ts from k + Nt1 positions.

One can calculate the information content of one Output vector with N*1 additional '1's

from the maximum information (first term in equation (D) reduced by the information
needed to determine the wrong '1's (second term in equation (D). The whole information
capacity of an AM yields from the sum of information of all stored vectors.

With EIN*) = (n - k) ' por{ äs a first approximation of the expectation value for the
random variable N^ we get an expectation value for In /1/:
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on condition that we have a random distribution of '1's in the weight matrix. The term

pon describes the probability that one element in the weight matrix has been set after
z patterns have been stored.
In the following two sections the influence of stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-1 faults on EUn)
will be discussed.

3. Stuck-at-1
As a consequence of stuck-at-1 faults, in the weight matrix additional Ts are generated
and therefore pon increases. In the case of random stuck-at-1 faults we can estimate a

whereby pst-j is the probability for the appearance of a stuck-at-1 fault.
Increasing pon, the expectation value E(N -j), the number of faulty '1's , also increases. By
that the whole information capacity of the memory decreases according to equation (2).

Figure 1 shows the information capacity In and the number of wrong '1's N ^ got by
Simulation for a 4096 x 4096 AM with 1 = 13, k = 3. In table 1 the comparison between
the theoretical and the simulated results is presented and the good correspondence can
be seen. It is significant to notice that the information capacity only gracefully degrades
in case of stuck-at-1 faults in the matrix.
Furthermore we have to be aware of the fact that a defect rate of 1 % is very unlikely
for current VLSI technologies because it correspondends to 167,772 defective connection
weights. Memory chips with such a high number of defects will certainly fail the memory
test after production.
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Figure 1 :

Effect of stuck-at-1 faults on AM performance for Psfi = 0,
(n, m = 4096; k = 3 ; 1=13)
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Table 1:

0.644
0.641
0.638
0.631

'sim.

theo.

6.00
6.26
6.53
7.10

0.642
0.639
0.636
0.634

0.01,

0.02

N

1sin

6.63
6.82
7.07
7.71

Comparison between the theoretical and simulated results

4. Stuck-at-0
Stuck-at-O faults in the weight matrix can lead to missing Ts in

the Output pattern

(N^Q), at the same time the number of faulty '1's N*^ decreases.

With the simplification that N g is known, the Information capacity of the memory is
given by
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- k
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+
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(4)

The maximum Information capacity of one pattern ld(|J must be reduced by the
information needed to determine the wrong Ts within all Ts generated in the output
pattern (N^+k-N^). Furthermore, the information needed to determine the missing Ts
N*0 from the available n-Nt1-k+NtQ 'O's must be subtracted.
In consequence of the sparse coding the number of 'O's in the Output vector is in
general much (arger than the number of Ts.

As

a

result of this

the third

term

in

equation (4) has a greater influence in the information reduction than the second one. In
order to decrease the probability of missing Ts, it is possible to reduce the threshold.
As long äs not too many patterns are stored (up to 250,000; see Fig.2), a higher
storage capacity can be obtained. With a langer number of patterns the reduction of the
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threshold has a negativ* «ffcct on the storage capacity äs defined in equation (4).

In practical applications it may be difficult to determine the value of N g. Therefore thc
above-mentioned equation (4) has only a limited validity, of course, but it is helpful to
characterize the effect of stuck-at-0 faults on AM-system performance. As to be seen
in Fig.2 stuck-at-0 faults have a greater impact on the storage capacity than stuck-at-1
faults. This result, in turn, should affect a VLSI implementation of an AM.
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Figure 2:

Simulation of stuck-at-0 faults (n,m = 4096, k = 3, 1=13, A/*= A/*Q + Ar*,;

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have examined a certain binary associative memory under the viewpoint
of tolerance towards faulty synaptic weights. By discussion of the two faults
- stuck-at-0, stuck-at-1 - it has been shown that the stuck-at-0 fault appears äs the

critical one. The theoretical considerations could be verified by Simulation results
confirming the graceful degradation of system performance in case of increasing
connection failures.
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